
III. Market Review 

Authentic food Industry in Taiwan 
 Taiwan food industry is full of different kind of authentic food from 

different countries. Because of the busy work schedule, most of the citizen prefers 

to eat out. Taiwanese people like to eat different kind of food and most of them 

like authentic food from different countries. Available authentic food includes food 

of India, Korea, Japan, Thailand, German, American and Middle East.  

 

Taiwanese Consumer 

Taiwanese food industry is much diverged. The main reason behind it is the 

people of Taiwan. They always like to try variety of food. The food industry in 

Taiwan is mainly divided into 3 segments. Fast food, Chinese (local) food and the 

authentic food from different countries. Fast food is loved among the youngsters 

mostly. Chinese food is loved by older generation and sometime by youngsters too. 

The authentic food is loved by people who are looking for a change and to try 

something different. As the attitude of Taiwanese customer, they can’t stick onto 

one type of food for more than a week and they look for immediate change in taste 

and food. So very often Taiwanese customer look for different food and flavors. To 

satisfy this demand authentic food is an option people think about in Taiwan. The 

authentic food those are well received and loved in Taiwan are Indian, Korean, 

Thai and Japanese. Each of this has their own hold on the Taiwanese customers but 

Japanese food is the most popular among Taiwanese. Indian food comes second in 

terms of popularity. During the research the author found out that the food habits 

of people in Taipei changes very quickly. Every year the demand gives raise to 

different variety of food and drops in few seasons too. In other way Taiwanese 

food industry runs very fast and changes very fast too. But when it comes to 



authentic food consumers are mostly consistent about their liking. So the threat 

from the Taiwanese customer towards the authentic food market is small.  

The first Indian restaurant that opened in Taiwan was in 1980s. AT that time 

the Taiwanese consumers were new to Indian food and didn’t have experience. 

Indian food business used to be a loss making business. So many restaurants 

opened the period closed down in few months. Later the Indian population in 

Taiwan started to rise and to satisfy their demand Indian restaurants opened up. 

The popularity went up as local wanted to try after seeing the restaurants full of 

people and going busy. This made the Indian food popular day by day among the 

Taiwanese consumers. Now the Indian restaurants serve more Taiwanese 

consumers than the Indian consumers. 

 

Survey Findings 
Author took help from few friends to do a small survey in Nanjing East Road MRT 

area to find out the stand point of Indian food. The survey was done with 35 

persons around that area. It was a survey of only 9 questions that purely related to 

the price that consumer is ready to pay and their feeling about Indian food with 

respect to current situation. The questions asked in survey are mentioned below 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Questions asked during Survey Answers to the questions 

1. Do you like Indian food? Yes  (31) No   (04) 

2. Do you get authentic Indian food 

in Taiwan? 

Yes (14)  
 

No   (21) 

3. Which meal you would prefer 

Indian authentic food if available? 

Breakfast(9),Lunch(19),Snacks (07) 

Lunch is the most preferable. 

4. How much you are ready to pay 

for an Indian breakfast? 

NT$30~40 

5. How much you are ready to pay 

for Indian set lunch? 

NT$80~90 

6. Do you get enough time to eat 

your breakfast and Lunch? 

No 

No was the only answer we got. 

7. Would you like if Indian food can 

be delivered to you on order? 

Yes 

 

8. Which location is more convenient 

for consumer to have Indian food? 

Most of the answers were near MRT 

and in business districts. 

9. Currently what you think first if 

you are planning to eat Indian food 

in Taiwan? 

Most of the answers to this question 

were “expensive”.  

It means consumer thinks Indian 

food is always expensive. So 

sometime they won’t prefer it 

because of the budget issue. 

 

The result of the survey was very satisfactory to accommodate this business plan.  

 

 

 



Competitive Environment 

 Khana Ready has an innovative idea to make Indian fast food readily 

available with limited budget. Taiwan has many fast food chain restaurants but 

doesn’t have any fast food store dealing with authentic food items. Although it is 

unique in this field of business, it has competitors in the market. 

 

The main competition source will be 

I. Road Side Vendors 

II. Small restaurants beside main streets ( Chu Chu Chan ) 

III. Cafeteria  

IV. Big Indian restaurants in Taiwan 

 

Some of the strong points of Khana Ready will keep it ahead of the above 

competition. 

• Unique and wide variety of choice 

• Fast and in the most convenient location 

• High sales  

• Personal party delivery 

• Off peak hour complimentary offers 

 

I. Road Side Vendors 

Road Side vendors basically sell the lunch box and they always try to get a 

place beside the office and business places. Because of proximity some 

people opt for it.  

 

 

 



II. Small restaurants beside main streets ( Chu Chu Chan ) 

This is a business model where the customer can choose the food he/she 

wants from the variety of food and then the cashier will check the plate/box 

to decide the amount. Traditional and old Taiwanese people love to go to 

this kind of store where they can get traditional Chinese and Taiwanese food. 

But the young generation customers always hunt for different food everyday. 

They go to this kind of store only when they are bored with other foods or 

they have to eat in their seat while working. 

 

III. Cafeteria  

Some business centers have cafeteria in the first floor where they provide 

food at cheaper price with compare to nearby restaurants or cafes. For an 

example In Nangang city in Taipei has a very big software technology park 

and the building authority have setup a food court where they provide food 

which is cheaper than outside. But it is seen that although it is cheaper 

mostly people prefer the food at restaurants outside of the software park. 

That kind of cafeteria normally doesn’t have better quality and quantity. 

 

IV.     Big Indian restaurants in Taiwan 

“Indian food can taste Indian if you go to big Indian restaurant” 

This is what Taiwanese people mostly think. And also till now Taiwan food 

industry haven’t seen the growth of the Indian fast food business. So people 

still might prefer the big restaurants if they have enough time to eat their 

food. 

 

 

 

 



Business Economics in terms of profitability 

This is worked out for each product and is calculated as (price - 

purchase cost)/drink’s cost. This doesn’t include other fixed and variable costs. 

Product Average profit margin 

Breakfast 50% 

Lunch 45% 

Snacks Varies from 40% to 50% 

Readymade packet snacks in the 

counter 

55% 

Masala tea 85% 

Lassi 75% 

 

The above profit margin in food industry considered as high profit margin. This 

can make Khana Ready a profitable affair. In need Khana Ready can be price 

adaptive. 

 


